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CNN-Based Broad Learning for Cross-Domain Emotion Classification

Rong Zeng, Hongzhan Liu�, Sancheng Peng�, Lihong Cao, Aimin Yang, Chengqing Zong,
and Guodong Zhou

Abstract: Cross-domain emotion classification aims to leverage useful information in a source domain to help predict

emotion polarity in a target domain in a unsupervised or semi-supervised manner. Due to the domain discrepancy,

an emotion classifier trained on source domain may not work well on target domain. Many researchers have focused

on traditional cross-domain sentiment classification, which is coarse-grained emotion classification. However, the

problem of emotion classification for cross-domain is rarely involved. In this paper, we propose a method, called

convolutional neural network (CNN) based broad learning, for cross-domain emotion classification by combining the

strength of CNN and broad learning. We first utilized CNN to extract domain-invariant and domain-specific features

simultaneously, so as to train two more efficient classifiers by employing broad learning. Then, to take advantage of

these two classifiers, we designed a co-training model to boost together for them. Finally, we conducted comparative

experiments on four datasets for verifying the effectiveness of our proposed method. The experimental results show

that the proposed method can improve the performance of emotion classification more effectively than those baseline

methods.
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1 Introduction

Cross-domain emotion classification (CDEC) aims
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to utilize useful knowledge in source domain (with
sufficient labeled data) to conduct emotion classification
in target domain (with few or no labeled data). CDEC
is an important task in domain adaptation and emotion
classification, which attracts more and more attention
from both academia and industry. However, due to the
domain discrepancy, an emotion classifier trained on
source domain may not works well on target domain.
This has motivated some research on domain adaptation
method for cross-domain emotion classification.

In recent years, many researchers have focused on
traditional cross-domain sentiment classification, and
have proposed many methods which divided into two
types: The first kind of sentiment classification method
is proposed by extracting domain-invariant features[1–7],
the other is proposed by extracting domain-invariant and
domain-specific features[8–12]. As to the first kind of
method, the major limitation of it is that methods can not
consider the domain-specific features. As to the other
kind of method, although methods consider both domain-
invariant and domain-specific features, they may fall into
the problem of non-convergence and model collapse, due
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to adoption of generative adversarial networks[13].
Despite their promising results, existing methods

for domain adaptation are only exploring the binary
sentiment classification[14, 15], which is coarse-
grained emotion classification. Fine-grained emotion
classification[16] focuses on extracting automatically the
emotional states (i.e., happy, moving, angry, sad, fear,
disgusted, and surprise) of users from different domains
like hotel and movie reviews. However, existing
methods for emotion classification only addressing
the performance in a single domain, while ignoring
cross-domain emotion classification.

To effectively address the above problems, in this
study, we proposed a novel method to classify cross-
domain emotions by extracting domain-invariant feature
(DIF) and domain-specific feature (DSF) simultaneously.
Then, we trained a classifier based on DIF with the
labeled data from both source and target domain, and
train another classifier based on DSF with only a small
number of target domain labeled data. Finally, these two
classifiers are boosted each other to co-train the target
domain unlabeled data.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
listed as follows: (1) A novel transfer learning method
is proposed to address the task of cross-domain emotion
classification, by combining deep learning and broad
learning models, called convolutional neural network
(CNN) based broad learning (CBL). (2) Four real-world
datasets have been developed, in which four different
domains from the public Chinese E-commerce platforms
are involved. (3) The extensive experiments on four real-
world datasets have been conducted. The results show
that our proposed method can improve the performance
of emotion classification more effectively than those
baseline methods.

2 Related Work

In this section, we investigate related work in three
dimensions. The first dimension is related to cross-
domain sentiment classification methods; the second
is related to the emotion methods; and the last is related
to broad learning models.

(1) Cross-domain sentiment classification
To solve the problem of cross-domain sentiment

classification, some methods were proposedby extracting
the domain-invariant features. However, these methods
do not consider domain-specific features[1–7]. In addition,

some methods were also proposed by extracting both
the domain-invariant and domain-specific features[8–12].
Despite their promising results, these methods are
easy to fall into the problems of non-convergence and
model collapse because of using generative adversarial
networks.

(2) Emotion classification
In recent years, most of the existing methods on

emotion classification are based on deep learning,
for example, Kulshreshtha et al.[17] used CNNs,
Mohammadi et al.[18] used long short term memory
(LSTM), Abdul-Mageed and Ungar[19] and Tafreshi and
Diab[20] used gated recurrent neural networks (GRNN),
Yu et al.[21] used attention mechanism, and Ahmad
et al.[22] used bi-directional long short term memory
(Bi-LSTM) for classifying emotions. These methods
based on deep learning can effectively overcome the
shortcomings of the methods based on dictionary and
machine learning to a certain extent. However, they
mainly focused on single-domain emotion classification
task, few of them involve domain adaptation.

(3) Broad learning
As a flat network, BL[23] has many advantages,

such as simple structure, short training time, and
good generalization performance, which has become an
alternative solution for deep learning. At present, some
researchers have used BL for practical applications, such
as nonlinear system identification[24], target location[25],
image processing[26], automatic control[27], fault
diagnosis[28], and emotion classification[29]. However,
few researchers have used BL for emotion classification
of text. Thus, we attempted to use BL for the task of
cross-domain emotion classification.

Different from these methods, we introduced
maximum mean discrepancy (MMD)[30], deep learning,
and broad learning to concurrently extract DIF and DSF,
and train two classifiers based on DIF and DSF.

3 Approach

In this section, we first provide the problem definition
and introduce MMD metric which can be utilized
to measure discrepancy between the probability
distribution of any two random variables. Then, we
describe how our proposed method obtains DIF and
DSF. At last, we further describe how to fuse these two
features by using co-training model. The framework of
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The framework of the proposed method. BERT indicats bidirectional encoder representation from transformers.

3.1 Problem definition

Two domains Ds and Dt are given to denote a source
domain and a target domain, respectively. Suppose that
we have a set of labeled dataXs D

˚
xis; y

i
s

	Ns

iD1 in source
domain, where xis and yis denote the text and label of
the i-th sample, respectively, and Ns denotes the total
number of labeled data. In addition, suppose that we
also have a set of unlabeled data Xtu D

˚
xitu

	Ntu

iD1 and

some labeled data Xtl D
˚
xi
tl
; yi
tl

	Ntl

iD1 in target domain,
where xitu denotes the text of i-th unlabeled sample in
target domain,Ntu denotes the total number of unlabeled
data, xi

tl
and yi

tl
denote the text and label of and i-th

labeled sample in target domain and Ntl denotes the
total number of labeled data in target domain. The goal
of cross-domain emotion classification is to train a robust
classifier using the labeled data in source domain, and
then to adopt it for predicting the unlabeled target data.

3.2 Maximum mean discrepancy

MMD was proposed by Borgwardt et al.[30] to measure
the probability distribution discrepancy between any
two random variables. As an effective non-parametric
distribution discrepancy metric, MMD has been widely
used to reduce domain shift in domain adaptation.

Given two domains Ds and Dt , MMD is defined as
follows:

MMD.Xs; Xt / D

 1Ns
NsX
iD1

�.xis/ �
1

Nt

NtX
iD1

�.xit /


2

H
(1)

where k�k2 denotes 2-norm, H denotes the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), � represents the kernel
function that maps the original data to H, and k�kH 6 1

defines a set of functions in H.

3.3 Feature extraction

To simultaneously extract DIF and DSF, it needs to map
data into a domain-invariant space and a domain-specific
space using two different mappers.

We first used bidirectional encoder representation
from transformers (BERT) to generate word vectors for
Xs and Xtl , which were described as follows:

Ws
inv D BERTinv.XsI ���BERT

inv / 2 R.Nsl/�768;

Wtl
inv D BERTinv.Xtl I ���BERT

inv / 2 R.Ntl l/�768;

Ws
spec D BERTspec.XsI ���BERT

spec / 2 R.Nsl/�768;

Wtl
spec D BERTspec.Xtl I ���BERT

spec / 2 R.Ntl l/�768 (2)

where BERTinv and BERTspec denote the BERT
of DIFs and DSFs, ���BERT

inv and ���BERT
spec denote their

corresponding parameters, l denotes the length of
text, Ws

inv and Wtl
inv denote word vector generated by

BERTinv for Xs and Xtl , respectively, and Ws
spec and

Wtl
spec denote word vector generated by BERTspec for

Xs and Xtl , respectively.
Then, based on these representations, we extracted

n-gram feature and salient feature by conducting the
convolution and max pooling operations of CNN,
respectively. Xs and Xtl can be described as follows:

Fsinv D CNNinv.Ws
invI ���

CNN
inv / 2 RNs �q;

Ftlinv D CNNinv.Wtl
invI ���

CNN
inv / 2 RNtl �q;

Fsspec D CNNspec.Ws
spec I ���

CNN
spec/ 2 RNs �q;

Ftlspec D CNNspec.Wtl
spec I ���

CNN
spec/ 2 RNtl �q (3)

where CNNinv and CNNspec denote the CNN of DIF
and DSF, ���CNN

inv and ���CNN
spec denote their corresponding

parameters, q denotes the dimension of convolution
output, Fsinv and Ftlinv denote n-gram feature extracted
by CNNinv for Ws

inv and Wtl
inv , respectively, and Fsspec
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and Ftlspec denote n-gram feature extracted by CNNspec
for Ws

spec and Wtl
spec , respectively.

As to DIF, we hoped it can encode features shared by
both source and target domains. From the probability
distribution view, we hoped that the distributions of the
mapped outputs obtained by DIF from source and target
data are similar. Thus, we utilized MMD regularizer
onto the features of source data Fsinv and target data
Ftlinv . The corresponding loss was defined as follows:

Lsim D MMD
�

Fsinv;F
tl
inv

�
(4)

The distribution discrepancy between Fsinv and Ftlinv
can be reduced by minimizing the loss Lsim, which
contributes to obtain DIF.

As to DSF, we hope that it extracts features only from
target domain. That is, these features should usually
emerge in target domain while hardly emerge in source
domain. Thus, we utilized MMD regularizer onto the
features of source data Fsspec and target data Ftlspec . The
corresponding loss was defined as follows:

Ldiff D �MMD
�

Fsspec ;F
tl
spec

�
(5)

The distribution discrepancy between Fsspec and Ftlspec
can be enlarged by minimizing loss Ldiff , which
contributes to obtain DSF.

3.4 BL-Based classifier

To further mine the semantic information of text, we
introduced BL to capture the deep semantic features for
both source and target domains data, and design two
classifiers including domain-invariant classifier (DIC)
based on DIF and domain-specific classifier (DSC) based
on DSF.

As to DIC, Fsinv and Ftlinv are concatenated and
nonlinearly mapped into ninv groups of enhanced
nodes. Thus, the i-th group of enhanced nodes can
be represented as follows:

Eiinv D '
�
��� iinv

h
Fsinv;F

tl
inv

i
C ˇ̌̌ iinv

�
;

i D 1; 2; : : : ; ninv (6)

where ' denotes nonlinear activation function, and ��� iinv
and ˇ̌̌ iinv denote weight matrix and bias matrix generated
randomly, respectively.

Let Einv
�
D

�
E1inv;E

2
inv; : : : ;E

ninv

inv

�
denote the

matrix of ninv groups of enhancement nodes, which
represents all nonlinear features of text data. Thus, the
output of DIC can be represented as follows:
OYOYOY inv D

h
Fsinv;F

tl
inv;Einv

i
���BL
inv DAinv���BL

inv (7)

where Ainv denotes all the input features of DIC and
���BL
inv denotes the weight of output layer of DIC.
As DSC only needs to classify target domain data,

we conducted nonlinear mapping for Ftlspec into nspec
groups of enhanced nodes. Thus, the j -th group of
enhanced nodes can be represented as follows:

Ejspec D '
�
���jspecF

tl
spec C ˇ̌̌

j
spec

�
;

j D 1; 2; : : : ; nspec (8)

where ���jspec and ˇ̌̌jspec denote weight matrix and bias
matrix generated randomly, respectively.

Let Espec
�
D
�
E1spec ;E

2
spec ; : : : ;E

nspec
spec

�
denote the

matrix of nspec groups of enhancement nodes, which
represents all nonlinear features of text data. Thus, the
output of DSC can be represented as follows:
OYOYOY spec D

h
Ftlspec ;Espec

i
���BL
spec DAspec���BL

spec (9)

where Aspec denotes all the input features of DSC and
���BL
spec denotes the weight of output layer of DSC.

3.5 Co-training

The co-training process of this method was divided into
two steps: (1) updating for the corresponding parameters
for DIF and DSF; (2) updating for the classifiers DIC and
DSC. As to DIF, the purpose of training is to minimize
the following loss with respect to parameters ���BERT

inv and
���CNN
inv :
Linv D Lsim

�
���BERT
inv ; ���CNN

inv

�
C ˛Lc

�
���BERT
inv ; ���CNN

inv

�
(10)

where ˛ denotes the weight of loss Lc , L .���/ denotes
that Linv is optimized on the parameter ��� during
training, and Lc denotes the classification loss on
domain-invariant feature, which was used to measure
the difference between real label and predicted label
of source domain and target domain. Thus, it can be
represented as follows:

Lc D
1

Ns CNtl

NsX
iD1

�yis lnP
�
yis
ˇ̌
Fsiinv

�
C

1

Ns CNtl

NtlX
jD1

�y
j

tl
lnP

�
y
j

tl

ˇ̌̌
Ftljinv

�
(11)

where P denotes the probability, and Fsiinv and Ftljinv
denote the one-hot encoding of the class label for the
i-th source example Fsinv and the j -th target example
Ftlinv , respectively.

At to DSF, the purpose of training was to minimize
the following loss with respect to parameters ���BERT

spec and
���CNN
spec :
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Lspec D Ldiff
�
���BERT
spec ; ���

CNN
spec

�
C Lt

�
���BERT
spec ; ���

CNN
spec

�
(12)

where  denotes the weight of loss Lt , which is used to
measure real label and predicted label of target domain.
Thus, it can be represented as follows:

Lt D
1

Ntl

NtlX
iD1

�Y itl logfc
�
yitl

ˇ̌̌
Ftlispec

�
(13)

As to DIC, we needed to solve for an appropriate
���BERT
inv so that the difference between Yinv and OYOYOY inv was

as small as possible, where Yinv denotes the ground
truth label of labeled source data and labeled target data.
Therefore, the ridge regression was adopted as objective
function, which is expressed as follows:

argmin
���BL

inv

�Yinv � OYOYOY inv
2

2
C �1

���BL
inv

2
2

�
(14)

where �1 denotes regularization parameter.
As to DSC, similarly, the objective function was

represented as follows:

argmin
���BL

spec

�Yspec � OYOYOYspec
2

2
C �2

���BL
spec

2
2

�
(15)

where �2 denotes regularization parameter and Yspec
denotes the ground truth label of labeled target data.

Thus, ridge regression was adopted as the objective
function to obtain optimal solution ���BL

inv, which is
represented as follows:

���BL
inv D

�
�1IC AinvAT

inv

�
�1AT

invYinv (16)

where I denotes identity matrix.
Similarly, to obtain optimal solution ���BL

spec , which is
represented as follows:

���BL
spec D

�
�2IC AspecAT

spec

��1 AT
specYspec (17)

Here, we regarded the domain-invariant feature and
the domain-specific feature as two independent spaces
for target domain data. Based on the domain-invariant
feature, we trained DIC with respect to parameter ���BL

inv.
In addition, based on the domain-specific feature, we
train DSC with respect to parameter ���BL

spec . Because the
distribution of source data was compatible with that of
the target data in domain-invariant space, we employed
both enriched source labels and small amount of target

labels to train DIC and utilized only the target labels to
train DSC. The entire training process is described in
Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

Since there is a lack of public datasets for cross-
domain emotion classification, we had collected product
reviews as the experimental datasets from the well-
known Chinese E-commerce platforms, such as Douban,
Ctrip, Jingdong, and Taobao. These datasets contain four
domains: Clothing (C), electronics (E), hotel (H), and
movie (M). There is a total number of 41 628 reviews for
the four datasets, and there are seven emotion classes,
including happy, moving, angry, sad, fear, disgusted, and
surprise. The detailed statistics are shown in Table 1.

According to these data, we constructed 12 cross-
domain seven classification tasks. In each domain
adaptation task, there are 1000 labeled source domain
examples, 1000 unlabeled target domain examples, and
50 labeled target domain examples for training. In
addition, to effectively fine-tune the hyper-parameters,
we randomly selected 500 target examples as developing
data set, and treated the remainder examples as testing

Algorithm 1 Co-training process for domain adaptation
Input: Labeled source domain data Xs , labeled target domain

data Xtl , unlabeled target domain data Xtu;
Output: ���BL

inv
and ���BL

spec ;
1: Repeat
2: Obtain DIF based on Xs and Xtl ;
3: Train DIC based on Fs

inv
and Ftl

inv
;

4: Utilize DIC to predict Xtu;
5: Select p samplesX inv

tu with the highest confidence from
Xtu;

6: Obtain DSF based on Xs and Xtl ;
7: Train DSC based on Ftl

spec ;
8: Utilize DSC to predict Xtu;
9: Select p samples Xspec

tu with the highest confidence
from Xtu;

10: Delete samples X inv
tu [X

spec
tu from Xtu, and add them

to Xtl ;
11: until stopping criterion is met

Table 1 Statistics of different emotion samples on four datasets.

Domain name
Number of classes

Total
Happy Moving Sad Angry Fear Disgusted Surprise

Clothing 1699 1035 1819 1483 1014 2014 1237 10 301
Electronics 2316 1453 1727 1602 1405 1405 1410 11 318

Hotel 1426 1498 1661 1537 1175 1456 1256 10 009
Movie 1500 1464 1375 1669 1337 1145 1510 10 000
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data set. All of the baseline methods and CBL adopt this
setting.

4.2 Baseline methods

We compared our proposed method with the following
baselines for cross-domain emotion classification,
including Bi-LSTM[31], TextCNN[32], DANN[1], and
PBLM[33].
� Bi-LSTM is a non-domain-adaptive method which

is trained in source domain and predicts in target domain
directly. It is designed based on Bi-LSTM.
� TextCNN is a convolutional neural network for

emotion classification without considering contextual
information of text.
� DANN is a method which exploits a domain

classifier to minimize the discrepancy between two
domains via adversarial training manner.
� PBLM is a representation learning model which

exploits the structure of the input text.

4.3 Implementation detail

In our experiments, all word embeddings from sentences
are initialized as 768-dimension vectors by BERT. CBL
was implemented with the Chinese BERT pretrained
model proposed by Cui et al.[34], which is composed of
12 transformer blocks and is pre-trained on large number
of Chinese corpus (including Chinese Wikipedia, news,
Q&A, etc.). The convolution kernel size of CNN is set
to two, three, and four, and the dimension of convolution
kernel is set to 100. The enhancement nodes of BL
consist of 20 groups (i.e., ninv D nspec D 20), 50
nodes in each group (i.e., rinv D rspec D 50), and tanh
activation functions.

Model optimization was implemented using the
AdamW update strategy[35] with initial learning rate

set to 2 � 10�5 and weights decay set to 0.01. The
bandwidth and number of the RBF of MMD are set to 5
and 10, respectively. The hyperparameters corresponding
to the best performance on the validation set are obtained
by grid search, and the weight of the loss items set
˛ D  D 0:5, the factor for each iteration of co-training
is set p D 5, and the regularization parameter is set
�1 D �2 D 0:001.

4.4 Main results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of CBL, we compared
it with other state-of-the-art methods on the task of
cross-domain emotion classification. To demonstrate the
effects of domain adaptation more intuitively, we also
compared CBL with a variant without domain-specific
feature, denoted by CBL-s. We utilized classification
accuracy to evaluate the models. The experimental
results of all methods are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows the classification accuracy of different
methods on the benchmark datasets. We evaluated our
method over 12 transfer pairs, on a total number of
41 628 testing samples. Our proposed CBL consistently
achieved the best performance on most of tasks. Bi-
LSTM only achieves 56.61% on average because of its
poor extraction ability of domain adaptation features.
Compared to TextCNN, DANN, and PBLM, CBL
outperforms TextCNN by 10.53%, DANN by 7.31%, and
PBLM by 5.86% on average, respectively. The possible
reasons are that CBL can better exploit automatically
domain-invariant and domain-specific representations
with BERT, CNN, and BL, which contribute to extract
the domain-invariant and domain-specific features.

The average accuracy of CBL-s is 84.56%, which
is 1.85% lower than CBL. Through the comparison

Table 2 The accuracy of cross-domain emotion classification by different methods.

Source!target
Accuracy (%)

Bi-LSTM TextCNN DANN PBLM CBL-s CBL
C!M 45.57 68.11 71.18 73.43 77.14 80.09
H!M 63.81 78.29 80.51 80.39 84.11 85.34
E!M 51.19 70.30 74.20 77.63 82.54 83.16
C!H 58.97 78.80 82.80 85.74 91.22 92.59
M!H 61.96 86.92 88.55 87.93 90.61 92.77
E!H 55.65 79.31 79.46 81.25 83.85 86.09
C!E 60.93 83.12 87.02 88.31 91.28 92.53
M!E 51.61 73.02 81.53 82.90 89.34 92.01
H!E 60.91 80.56 84.42 83.86 87.21 90.47
E!C 59.38 77.31 79.37 80.89 84.50 84.98
M!C 53.90 71.76 72.68 72.77 78.90 80.06
H!C 55.41 63.01 67.43 71.52 74.02 76.80

Average 56.61 75.88 79.10 80.55 84.56 86.41
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between CBL-s and CBL, we can conclude that CBL can
better improve the accuracy of emotion classification.

4.5 Effect of the number of labeled target data

In this subsection, we also provided an analysis under
the effect of the number of labeled target data to our
proposed CBL. In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the comparison
between baseline method DANN and CBL under a
setting that some labeled target data were randomly
selected, and then mixed them with the training data.
Here, we provide the experimental results on two
transferring methods, while a similar trend can be
obtained in other pairs. The influence on accuracy
from the different number of labeled target data on
the task H!E and M!C are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively.

From Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen that with the number
of randomly selected labeled target data increasing, the
difference between the two methods almost remains
unchanged, and CBL can also keep the advantageous
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Fig. 2 The influence on accuracy from the different
numbers of labeled target data on the task H!E.
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Fig. 3 The influence on accuracy from the different
numbers of labeled target data on the task M!C.

position. These trends show that our proposed CBL is
more effective with little labeled target data and can
further benefit from more labeled target data. We can
easily observe that CBL can show continuously better
results during the whole training process.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the significance of CNN and
BL for cross-domain emotion classification. Comparing
most of the previous methods, which usually extract DIF
and DSF by utilizing deep learning models, we showed
that the combination of CNN and BL could contribute
to be utilized in domain adaptation task. Specifically,
we proposed a novel method to simultaneously extract
domain-invariant feature and domain-specific feature
for target domain data, based on the MMD metric,
CNN, and BL. With these two different features, we
conducted co-training with labeled data from source
domain and a few labeled data from target domain. The
extensive experiments demonstrated the superiority of
our proposed method CBL. In our future work, we will
plan to apply our method for other domain adaptation
tasks, and consider to classify multi-source cross-domain
emotions.
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